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0. Introduction. A partially ordered set (P, g ) has the property (I) iff for any

sequences {x„}„eíü and {y„}nea in P such that xn^ym for all n, m, there exists xeP

such that xK£¡x£yH for all n.

Theorem A. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the conditions

(a) S is a Stonian space (i.e., disjoint open subsets of S have disjoint closures),

(a') Ctt(S)(=set of continuous, real-valued functions on S) is a conditionally

complete lattice,

(a") S is totally disconnected and the Boolean algebra 0 of open closed subsets of S

is complete,

(b) S is a o-Stonian space (i.e., disjoint open subsets ofS, at least one of which is an

F„, have disjoint closures),

(b') Cr(S) is conditionally a-complete,

(b") 5 is totally disconnected and <S is a-complete,

(c) S is an F-space (i.e., disjoint open Fa subsets of S have disjoint closures),

(c') CR(S) has the property (I),

(c") S is totally disconnected and (9 has the property (1),

are related as follows, (a) o (a') o (a"), (b) o (b"), (c) o (c') <= (c"), and if S is

totally disconnected, then (c') => (c*).

The equivalences (a) *> (a') o (a") and (b) o (b') o (b") are proved in [12]. The

equivalence of (c) and (c') is the principal result of §1 of this paper, (c") => (c) is

proved in [6, p. 1619]. Since there exist connected F-spaces [4, pp. 374-375],

(c) does not imply (c"). Since there exist Boolean algebras which are a-complete but

not complete, (b) does not imply (a). A closed subspace of an F-space is again an

F-space (corollary to Theorem 2.1). ßo,, the Stone-Cech compactification of the

discrete space w of nonnegative integers, is the Stone space of the complete Boolean

algebra 2m and so is Stonian. Thus ßw ~ to is an F-space. ßa, ~ to is the Stone space

of the Boolean algebra 38 of subsets of to modulo the finite subsets of to, and 38 is not

cr-complete; indeed, if {en}neol is an increasing sequence in 38 such that \/nea en

(=supremum of {en : ne to}) exists, then there exists A^e to such that n^N => en

= eN. Thus (c") does not imply (b").

The remainder of the paper is devoted (essentially) to a study of the space M (S)
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of regular, complex-valued Borel measures on S when Sis an F-space. The principal

results of §§2 and 3 are, respectively,

Theorem B. Let S be an F-space. Then o(M(S), C(S))-convergent sequences are

o(M(S), M(S)*)-convergent, and

Theorem C. Let 3S be a Boolean algebra which has the property (I) (i.e., a

Boolean algebra whose Stone space is an F-space). Then a subset K of ba (38)

(=bounded, additive, complex-valued functions on 38) is bounded (with respect to the

total-variation norm on ba (38)) iff supweK \p-(E) \ < oo for all Ee38.

The paper concludes with the following generalization of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks

theorem [3, p. 158] which is obtained by combining Theorems B and C.

Theorem D. Let 36 be a Boolean algebra which has the property (I), p,eoa (38),

and {/¿„}neffl a sequence in ba (38) such that

(1) each p-n is absolutely continuous with respect to p.,

(2) {p-n(E)}nea converges for all Ee@.

Then the pn are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to p..

Theorem B was proved by Grothendieck for S Stonian [5] and by Andô [1] for

S CT-Stonian. Our proof is a modification of Grothendieck's. Theorem C was proved

by Nikodym [9] for 38 a-complete and the members of K countably additive, and

was conjectured by Bade. Theorem D was proved by Andô for 38 a-complete.

I wish to thank Professor W. G. Bade for his assistance in the preparation of this

paper. I also wish to acknowledge my debt to Andô's paper [1]. This paper would

never have been written (by me, at any rate; however, most of the results of §§2-4

were obtained independently by Haskeil Rosenthal) had I not read Andô's paper.

1. A characterization of F-spaces.

Notation. For S a set and fg:S^-R(=reals), /A g and / v g are defined by

(/A g)(s) = min (f(s), g(s)),   (/v g)(s) = max (f(s), g(s)),      s e S,

and for A<=S, xa is the characteristic function of A. If S is a topological space, and

A, B<=S, then A<B means that the interior of B contains the closure of A.

Lemma 1.1. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. If A, /?<= s and A<B, then there

exists an open F„ subset U of S such that A<U<B.

Proof. Let/G Ck(S) be 0 on A and 1 on S~B. Set U={se S : f(s)<$}.

Lemma 1.2. Let S be a Hausdorff space, D a dense subspace of R, and

{W(r) :reD}aset of open subsets of S such that

(1) r,seD,r<s=> W(r)< W(s),

(2) LU W(r)=S,

(3) C)rsDW(r)=0.

Then the function f: S -► R defined by f(s) = inf {r : s e W(r)}, se S, is continuous.
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Proof. [8, p. 114].

Theorem 1.1. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. Then S is an F-space iff

Cr(S) has the property (I).

Proof. Suppose Cr(S) has the property (I). Let U and V be disjoint, open F„

subsets of S. Let u, ve Cr(S) be such that O^u, vgl, r/=irlrÄ~{0}], V=

v-'IR-iO}]. Set/>(l-p)» gn=lA«u. Then/n^gm for all n,m. Let feCK(S)

be such that/nè/ègn for all n. Then/is 1 on U and 0 on V.

Now suppose S is an F-space. Let {/n}netl) and {gn}neíü be sequences in Cr(S)

such that/, 2;gm for all n, m. We may assume that for any se S and new, I >fn(s)

=/n+i(í) = gn+i('S') = S'n(-s)>0. Let 7) be the set of dyadic rationals. For reD,

Uir)= \J{teS:gnit)>r},
nea>

V{r)= \J{tzS:fnit)<r),
new

C/(r) and K(r) are disjoint, open Fa sets. Thus for r £ 7),

(*) F(r) < S ~ f/(r).

We now construct open sets Wir), reD, such that

(i) r £ D => F(r) < W(r) < S~ C/(r),

(ii) r.jeAKl* W(r)< W(s).

Lemma 1.2 and (ii) will yield the continuity of the function f: S-+ R defined by

fit)=inf{r : t e Wir)}, t e S, and we shall see that (i) will yield fn^f^g„ for all n.

If re D and räl (resp., rgO), let Wir) be S (resp., 0). These W(r) obviously

satisfy (i) and (ii). We now construct by induction on n the sets H/(A/2n), A=0,

..., 2n. Suppose Wik/2n), A=0,..., 2n have been chosen such that

(in) F(A/2") < Wik/2n) < S ~ i/(A/2n),       A = 0,..., 2\

(iin) W(A/2n) < H/((fc +1)/2"),       A = 0,..., 2" -1.

To find Wi(2k+ l)/2n+1) it is enough (Lemma 1.1) to show

(0) F((2A +1)/2"+1) u W/(A/2") < W((* +1)/2") n iS ~ f/((2A +1)/2"+*)).

Note first that

r,seD,r<s=>S~ C/(r) <= S ~ £/(j),

=> Vir) c F(i).

From (**) and (iin) we obtain

K((2A+l)/2n+1) c K((A + l)/2") < H/((A+l)/2n),

If(A/2n) < W((fr+l)/2*)

which yields

(1) F((2A+l)/2n+1)u Wik/271) < Wiik + l)¡2n).
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From (*), (i„) and (**) we obtain

F((2Ar+l)/2n+1) < S ~ U((2k + l)/2n+1),

W(k/2n) < S ~ U(k/2n) <= S ~ U((2k+l)/2n+x)

which yields

(2) F((2it +1)/2" + J) u JrW) < S ~ [/((2Ä: + l)/2n + x).

Combining (1) and (2) we obtain (0). Thus we have

On+i)      V(k/2n + x) < W(k/2n+x) < S ~ U(k/2n+x),       k = 0,..., 2n+1

(iin+1)    W(k/2n + 1) < W((k + l)/2n+x),       k = 0,...,2n + x-i.

This completes our induction. We now show that condition (i) implies that /¡,Ss/

ggn for all n. Let xeS, e>0. Let r,seD be such that f(x)-e<r<f(x)<s

<f(x) + e. f(x)>r =>stW(r) ^xiV(r) =>/,(*) £r>/(*)-« for all n. f(x)<s

=> x e W(s) => x i U(s) => gn(x)^s<f(x) + e for all n. Thus/nS/^gn for all n.

2. Sequences of measures on an F-space. The principal result of this section

is the equivalence of sequential a(M(S), CtS^-convergence and sequential

o(M(S), Af(5)*)-convergence whenever 5 is an F-space. Theorem 2.2 is fundamental

in this section in that it enables us to reduce the case of S an F-space to the more

tractable (and known) case of S Stonian. The case of S Stonian is an easy

consequence of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.3.

Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. C(S) is the space of continuous complex-

valued functions on S. M(S) is the space of complex, regular Borel measures on S.

C(S) is given the sup norm and M(S) the total-variation norm. For p. e M(S) and

eLx(p), we write p.(f) in place of ¡fdp.. In this manner we identify M(S) and

C(S)*. As is well known, the norm of a member of M(S) is the same whether the

member is regarded as a measure or a functional. For p. e M(S), \p\ e M(S) is

defined by |/¿|(¿f) = sup {2f£^ \v-(F)\ : & is a finite set of pairwise disjoint Borel

subsets of E}, E a Borel subset of S. car (p) = S~ (J {U : U open, \p.\(U)=0}. Note

that if/ g g CR(S),f^g, and \p.\(f)ú \p\(g), then/and g agree on car (p.).

Theorem 2.1. Let L and M be lattices, g: F —>- M a lattice epimorphism, and let L

have the property (I). Then M has the property (I).

Proof. Let {xn}neai and {j„}nea) be sequences in M such that xn = xn+x^yn + x^yn

for all n. Let xñ, y'n e L be such that g(x'n) = xn, g(X)=j„. Let {x"„}n<Blû and {y"n}n£<a

be defined by

x"o = x'o v y'o, y"0 = x'o A j>ó,

*n + l  = X"n  A  (Xn + X  V y'n + x  V y"n),y* + l  = /n  V  (x'n + x   A y'n + x   A  x"n).

Then x:^xn+x^/n + x^y"n,g(xn)=xn, and g(y"n)=yn for all n. Let x'eL be such

that xn^x">yn for all n. Set x=g(x"). Then xn^x^yn for all n.
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Corollary. A closed subspace of an F-space is an F-space.

Proof. Let S be an F-space and S0 a closed subspace of S. Let g : CrÍS) -y CrÍS0)

be the restriction map. g is onto and CrÍS) has the property (I). Thus CrÍS0) has

the property (I) and so S0 is an F-space.

Lemma 2.1. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, S0 a closed subspace of S, and

let k: MiS0) -+ MiS) be defined by

*MU) = Kf\S0),       fe CiS), p £ MiSo)

(/|S0 is the restriction offto S0). Then k is an isometry and k[M(So)] = {p e MiS):

car ip)<=S0}, and for p e Af(S0), car (/x) = car («0*)).

Theorem 2.2. Let S be an F-space and p e MiS). Then car ip) is Stoniani3).

Proof. Since car (/x) = car i\p\), we may assume p^Q. S0 = car ip) is an F-space,

and by Lemma 2.1 there exists p0 e MiS0) such that car ip0) = S0. Thus we may

assume S=S0. We first show that CrÍS) is conditionally a-complete. Let {/„}„em be

a bounded increasing sequence in CrÍS), and let {gn}ne(0 be a decreasing sequence

in the set U of upper bounds of {/„ : n e to} such that infn pign) = infgeU pig). Let

fe CrÍS) be such that gn^/è/„ for all n. We assert that /= \/neafn. Let ge U.

fAgeUso that p(fA g) è inf„ p(gn) ̂  p(f). Thus / and /a g agree on car (p), i.e.

fèg.
Now let A be a nonvoid subset of Cr(S) which is bounded above, and let U be the

set of upper bounds of A. Let {/„}ne(B be a decreasing sequence in U such that

infn p(fn) = inf feu Kf)- Set/= Aneco/n- Just as in the above paragraph we see that

f=VA.

Lemma 2.3 (Phillips). Let {pn}nea be a sequence in ba (2a) ( = bounded, additive,

complex-valued functions on 2a) such that limn p„iA)=Ofor all A <= to. Then

lim 2 k({A})| - 0.

7n particular, limn /xn({n}) = 0.

Proof. [10, p. 525].

Theorem 2.3 (Grothendieck). Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. In order

that K<=MiS) be conditionally oiMiS), MiS)*)-compact, it is necessary and

sufficient that for any sequence {Un}neúl of pairwise disjoint open sets, UmnpiUn) = 0

uniformly for pe K.

Proof. [5, p. 146].

Theorem 2.4 (Grothendieck-Andô). Let S be a a-Stonian space, and let

{^niñera be a a(A7(S), CiS))-convergent sequence in MiS). Then {pn}„ ](0 is

aiMiS), MiS)*)-convergent.

(3) This theorem has also been proved by Professor Kenneth Hoffman.
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Proof. We may assume that {p.n}n£a a(M(S), C(5))-converges to 0. We show

(via Theorem 2.3) that {p,n : ne to} is conditionally o(M(S), M (S)*)-compact and

from this deduce the a(M(S), M(5)*)-convergence. Suppose, then, that {pn : ne to}

is not conditionally o(M(S), M(5')*)-compact. Then there is a sequence {Un}n£œ

of pairwise disjoint open subsets of S such that {pn(Uk)}k^a does not converge to 0

uniformly in n. By passing to a subsequence of {/¿n}new we may assume the existence

of an e > 0 such that |/u„(t/B)| > e for all n. By the regularity of the pn and the total

disconnectedness of S we may assume the Un to be open and closed. For n e to and

A<=to, set vn(A)=p.n(\/kÊA Uk)(\JkeA Uk is the supremum of {Uk : k e A} in the

Boolean algebra of open closed subsets of S). Clearly, vn e ba (2m) for all n, and

limn vn(A)=0 for all A^to. By Lemma 2.3 limn vn({n})=0. But K({«})| = \p.n(Un)\ > e

for all n. This contradiction establishes the conditional o(M(S), M(5)*)-compact-

ness of {ju„ : n e to}. {p.n}nea thus has a a(M(S), M(S)*)-ciuster point. Since every

o(M(S), M(5)*)-cluster point of{p.n}necù is also a o(M(S), C^^-cluster point, and

since {/x„}„EUa(M(S), C(S))-converges to 0, 0 is the only o(M(S), M(S)*)-cluster

point of {/¿„}„em, i.e., {p,n}neolo(M(S), M(S)*)-con\erges to 0.

Theorem 2.4 was proved by Grothendieck for S Stonian [5, p. 168] and by

Andô [1, p. 395] for S tr-Stonian. The above proof is a modification of Grothen-

dieck's proof and is completely different from Andô's. That Grothendieck's proof

could be so modified has also been observed by Isbell and Semadeni [7,-p. 46].

Definition. A G-space is a compact Hausdorff space S for which

a(M(S), C(S))-convergent sequences are o-(M(S), M(5)*)-convergent.

Theorem 2.5. An F-space is a G-space.

Proof. Let S be an F-space, and let {p.n}n<=a be a sequence in M(S) which

a(M(S), C(S))-converges to 0. Set M=2„eü) 2~n\p.n\, and set 50=car (p.). By

Theorem 2.2 So is Stonian. car 0¿B)C S0 for all n so we may regard p,n as a member

of M(S0) (via Lemma 2.1). {p-n}ne<oo(M(S0), C(S0))-converges to 0. By Theorem

2.3 {/in}neü)a(A/(50), Af(50)*)-converges to 0, and this is the same as its

a(M(S), M(S)*)-con\ergence to 0.

Corollary. There exist connected G-spaces.

Proof. There exist connected F-spaces [4, pp. 374-375].

The above corollary answers a question posed by Isbell and Semadeni [7].

Namely, do connected G-spaces exist ?

We conclude this section with an example of a G-space which is not an F-space.

Lemma 2.4 (Grothendieck). Let E be a Banach space. Then the following

conditions are equivalent.

(a) Every o(E*, E)-convergent sequence in E* is o(E*, E**)-convergent.

(b) Every continuous linear map of E to a separable Banach space is weakly

compact.

Proof. [5, p. 169].
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Lemma 2.5. Every infinite, compact Hausdorff space possesses a pair of open,

disjoint, nonclosed Fa subsets.

Proof(4). Let {sn}nea be a discrete sequence of distinct points in S, and let

A = {sn : n e to}". For x e A, let/0(x) be (— 1)7(«+1) if x=sn for some n and 0 if

x e A ~{sn : neoj}.f0 is continuous on A and so has a continuous extension, say/

to S. Let U0=f-1[(0; co)], Ux=f'1[i-co;0)}. Clearly, U0 and Ux are disjoint

open Fa subsets of S. Let xk be a cluster point of {s2n+k}nea, A=0, 1. Then xk e Uk

~i/k,A = 0, 1.

Theorem 2.6 (Bade). Let S be an infinite F-space, Ux and U2 disjoint, open,

nonclosed Fa subsets of S, and let xx e U¡~ ~ U¡, /= 1, 2. Let S0 be the space obtained

from S by identifying xx with x2. Then S0 is a G-space which is not an F-space.

Proof. Let q: S^- S0 be the quotient map. Since S is compact, q maps F„ sets

onto Fa sets. Let Vi=q[Ui], /=1, 2. Since S is an F-space, Ux r\ U2 = 0. In

particular xt^Uxu U2, i =1,2. Thus Vx n V2= 0, and q~1[Vi] = C/i; /= 1, 2. Thus

Kt and F2 are open. Vr^q[Ui']=>{qixt)}, i =1,2. Thus tfOcO £ Vx n K2-. There-

fore S0 is not an F-space.

We identify CiS0) with {/e CiS) : fixx)=fix2)}. Let F be a separable Banach

space, and let u: CiS0) -*■ F be a continuous linear map. Let/0 £ CrÍS) be such that

OSfo^l,foixx) = 0,foix2) = l. LetP: CiS)-+CiS0) be defined by

Pf = f+ ifixx) -fix2))fo,      fe CiS).

P is clearly a projection. u°P is weakly compact by Lemma 2.4. Let j: CiS0)

-> CiS) be the inclusion map. Then u = iu° P) o y and so u is weakly compact.

The projection P is due to Isbell and Semadeni [7].

3. Uniform boundedness. The principal result of this section is the extension of

the Nikodym boundedness theorem [9] to ba (á?) for 38 a Boolean algebra which

has the property (I).

Definition. Let J be a Boolean algebra, ba Í38) is the space of bounded,

additive, complex-valued functions on 38 and is equipped with the total variation

norm(||/x||=sup{2fie^lK^)l : 0 ^^"^^^finite, F,FeJ^F#F => FaF=0}).

For peba (a?), |ju| e ba (J) is defined by

H(F) = sup|2  1/^)1 : ®±2F^38;

infinite, V^"^F;F, Ge^F#G=>FaG = 0\,        Ee38.

The next two lemmas are simply preparation for Theorem 3.1. The portion of

Theorem 3.1 that we use in the sequel is known, and a much shorter proof of that

portion can be found in [2, p. 856].

(4) This proof is due to the referee.
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Lemma 3.1. Let 38 be a Boolean ring, and let Ex,..., Ene38 be such that i>j

=> E, A Ej=0 or F( ^ Ej. Then there exist pairwise disjoint E'x,..., E'ne38 such that

each E{ is exceeded by some Ej, and each F¡ is the maximum of the E¡ it exceeds.

Proof. We induct on n. For n = 1 there is nothing to prove. Suppose the lemma is

valid for all k < n. Let E'x,..., En _ x be pairwise disjoint elements of 38 such that

each Et ~ Fn is the maximum of the E'¡ it exceeds, and each E[ is exceeded by some

Ej~En. Set E'n = En. Let i<n. There exist jx, ...,j, such that E¡~En = VS=i E'jk.

If FtAFB=0, then E = \/UiE'Jk. If Ei = En, then £, = (£,-£„) vFB = £n V VS=iF,v

Thus each F¡ is the maximum of the Ej it exceeds. Clearly, each E[ is exceeded

by some Ej.

Lemma 3.2. Let 38 be a Boolean ring, and let {En}neoJ be a sequence in 38 such that,

n,mew,n>m => En = Em or En A Em=0. Then there is a strictly increasing sequence

{ftk}nea in w such that {E„k}nsíú is either decreasing or disjoint.

Proof. A sequence {F„}B6<B in á? has the property (P) iff m0 < ■ ■ ■ < mp, Fm A Fm>

=0 for tyj => there exists m>mp such that Fm a V?=o Fm,=0. Clearly, a sequence

with the property (P) has a disjoint subsequence. Consequently, if some sub-

sequence of {FB}nem has the property (P) then {En}nea has a disjoint-subsequence.

Suppose, then, that no subsequence of {En}ne01 has the property (P). There exist

m0< ■ ■ ■ <mp such that EmiAEmj = 0 for tftj and such that j>m„ ^ E¡A

Vf=oFmi#0. By the condition on {En}neaj>mp => there exists uniquely / such

that Ej á Em¡. It follows that one of the Fm„ which we take to be F„0, exceeds E¡ for

infinitely manyy. Suppose n0< ■ ■ ■ <nk have been selected such that / >j => FB( ̂  £„,,

and such that Enk ̂  Ej for infinitely many j. Let {p(}<60, be a strictly increasing

sequence in <u such that {pt : /g<o}={/g«» : i>nk, F(^FBJ. {FPl}le<1) does not

have the property (F) so that there exist /0< • • • </, such that EPijAEPlh=0 for

h^y, and such that h>iq => EPh A V* = o EP{j =£0. Thus one of the EPj, which we take

to be FBjt+1, exceeds EPl for infinitely many /.

Theorem 3.1. Let 38 be a Boolean ring, and let p be a real-valued, nonnegative,

subadditive(5) function on 38 such that p[38] is unbounded. Then

(i) there exists a sequence {En}ne(JJ in 38 which is either decreasing or disjoint and is

such that p(En) -* oo,

(ii) if p satisfies the additional condition that E, Fe 38, E^F => p(E~F)^

\p(E) — p(F)|, then the sequence {En}neo3 can be taken to be disjoint.

Proof. To prove (i) it is enough to show the existence of a sequence {FB}Beö in 38

such that n,meto,n>m => p(Fm)>m, and either F„^Fm or FB AFm = 0. We

construct such a sequence inductively. Let F0 g 38 be such that p(FQ) > 0. Suppose

F0,...,Fk have been chosen such that p(F¡)>i, /=0,..., k, and such that k£i

>y = 0 => F^Fj or F,AFy=0. Let Fe38 be such that !o(F)>(Jfc + l)(Jfc-|-2). By

(6) By subadditive we mean: EAF=0=>p(EvF)^p(E) + i>(F).
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Lemma 3.1 there exist pairwise disjoint members F'0,.. .,F'k of 38 such that each

FaFj is the maximum of the F] it exceeds, and each F[ is exceeded by some

FaF,. Set F¿ + j = F~ Vf= o F%- F=Vf=o1 7*1', and the F( are pairwise disjoint so

that by the subadditivity of p, ik +1 )(A + 2) < piF) è 2* *o p(F()- Let Fk+x be one of

the F; for which p(F¡) > A +1. F(' A F,■ + 0 => F[ £ F¡. Thus A +1 = i >j^ 0 =>

F.AF^OorFigF,,

Now suppose p satisfies the condition of (ii). Let {Fn}n6CJ be a decreasing sequence

in 38 such that p(Fn) -> oo. Let n0 = 0. Suppose n0< • ■ • <nk have been chosen such

that p(Fni~Fni + 1)>i, i=0, ...,A-1. Let nk + x>nk be such that p(Fnfc+1)>A

-MF.J. piFnk~Fnk+l)^\piFnk)-piFnic+1)\^piFnkJ-PiFnk)>k. Set Fk=Fnjt~

Fn)c+1, A £ w. Then {Ffc}fcea) is disjoint and p(Ek) -> co.

(ii) of Theorem 3.1 is due to Bade and Curtis [2, p. 856]. We are indebted to

Professor Bade for the observation that our proof of the Badé-Curtis result yields

the stronger theorem stated here. A simple application of Theorem 3.1 is: if 38 is a

a-complete Boolean ring, and p : 38 ->- R u {- oo} is countably additive, then

sup/x[á?]<oo. [Proof: take p(F) = max ipiE), 0). p is bounded on both decreasing

and disjoint sequences.]

The following lemma is the Boolean algebra analogue of Theorem 2.2. It can be

obtained as a corollary to Theorem 2.2 by an appeal to the Stone representation

theorem.

Lemma 3.3. Let £% be a Boolean algebra which has the property (I), p e ba Í3S),

andlet jV = {Ee3S : |^|(F) = 0}. Then 3$¡¿V is complete.

Proof. First suppose -/T={0}. Let {En}nea be an increasing sequence in 38. Let

{7'n}neo) be a decreasing sequence in the set % of upper bounds of {En : ne <o} such

that infn |/*|(Fn) = inffe<* \p\(F). Let Fe38 be such that En^E^Fn for all n£to.

We assert that E=\/ne<ú En. Let Fe %. FaFe <% so that |/*|(FAF)^infn |^|(F„)

> \p\iE). 0 = |/x|(F~FaF) => F~FaF=0. Therefore E^F. The proof that 38 is

complete is just about the same as the analogous part of the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Now let 38 and p be as in the lemma. Let q:3S -> ^o — ̂l-^ be the projection.

By Theorem 2.1 38o has the property (I). Let p0 e ba (á?0) be defined by poiqiE))

=PÍE),Ee38o. \p0\iqiE))=0 => /¿0(i?(F))=0 whenever F¿E => p(F) = 0 whenever

FiSF => |/u.|(F) = 0 => (7(F)=0. By the above paragraph 380 is complete.

Theorem 3.2. Let 31 be a Boolean algebra which has the property (I). TAen

K<= ba (38) is bounded iffsupueK \p(E)\ <oo for all Ee38.

Proof. The ' only if part is obvious. Suppose that K is unbounded, but that

supuejf \p(E)\ <oo for all Ee38. Let {pn}nea be an unbounded sequence in K. Set

M=2neo,2-n|/*n| \\pn\\-\ and set jY"={Ee38 : p(E)=0}. Let q:38^38''=38\Jf
be the projection, and let p'n e ba (38') be defined by p'n(q(E))=pn(E), Ee 38. 38' isa

complete Boolean algebra, {p'n : ne m) is an unbounded subset of ba (38') such that

supn |/Xn(7i)| «x> for all Ee38'. Thus it is enough to prove the theorem under the

additional hypothesis that 38 is complete. For Ee38, set p(E) = supueK\p(E)\.
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P satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 so that there exists a disjoint sequence

{En}neu> in & such that sup„ p(En) = oo. Let {vn}nem be a sequence in A'such that

lim» h(FB)|=oo. For A<=w, let X„(A) = vn(\/keA £>„(£„)-*. Clearly, AnGba(2")

for all n, and Xn(A) -> 0 for all A^to. By Lemma 2.3 lim„ An({«}) = 0. But Xn({n})

= ,B(FBK(FB)-1 = lforall«.

Corollary. Let S be a totally disconnected F-space, and let K<= M(S). Then K is

bounded iff supueK \p-(E)\ <oo for all open closed E<^S.

Proof. Let 38 be the Boolean algebra of open closed subsets of S, and for

P e M(S), let /î g ba (38) be the restriction of p to 38. Then K is bounded iff

{fi. : p e K} is bounded.

For the moment define an N-space as a totally disconnected, compact Hausdorff

space for which the conclusion of the above corollary holds. Thus the corollary

states that totally disconnected F-spaces are N-spaces. We wish now to define

N-spaces in such a way that all F-spaces are Af-spaces. To this end we make first

the

Definition. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. A subset N of C(S) is normal

iff for any pair A, B of disjoint closed subsets of 5, there exists/g N such that

f\A = 0,f\B=i.
Definition. An N-space is a compact Hausdorff space S such that for any

K^M(S), Kis bounded if {fe C(S) : supBeJf \pif)\ <co} is normal.

Lemma 3.4. A closed subspace of an N-space is an N-space.

Proof. Let S be an /V-space, and let S0 be a closed subspace of S. Let K<^ M(S0)

be such that N={fe C(S0) : supweJr \p(f)\ <°°} is normal. Let k: M(S0) -*■ M(S)

be the map of Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of S. There exists

f0eN such that/, is 0 on A n S0 and 1 on B n S0. Let A: ^ufluS0->-ÄbeO

on A, 1 on B, and equal/, on S0.fx is continuous and so has a continuous extension,

say/, to all of S. sup„eK k(/^)(/)|=supweKm \p(f0)\<co. Thus

igeC(S): sup |Mg)| < oo)

is normal. Since S is an AT-space, k[K] is bounded. Therefore AT is bounded.

Lemma 3.5. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, E a Banach space, and u: F->

C(S) a continuous linear map. Then u is onto iff for any p e M(S), {u(x)\car (p.) :

xeE} = C(car(p)).

Proof. The 'only if part is obvious. We first show that u* has closed range

which will imply that u has closed range [3, p. 488]. Let {/¿B}Be£fl-be a sequence in

M(S) such that {u*(p.n)}neo> converges. Let v=2Bera 2-n||f¿B||-1 \p.n\, and let S0

= car (v). For x e E, let u0(x) = u(x)\S0. u0 is onto so that there exists r > 0 such that

for p. e M(S0), W =rll"o(At)ll- car (H-n)ŒS0 so that there exist p!n e M(S0) such that

K(p.'n)=pn (k as in Lemma 2.1). «Sí/O = u*(¡xn). Thus for n,mew, \\p.n-p.m\\ =
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\\Pn-v-'m\\ir\\u*(p'n-pm)\\=r\\u*(pn-pm)\\.   Thus   {pn}nso>   is   Cauchy.  Whence

{u*(pn)}nsa converges to a member of u*[M(S)].

We complete the proof by showing that u[E] is dense, and this is the same as

showing that u* is one-to-one. Let u*(p) = 0, and letfe C(S). Let x e E be such that

u(x)\car (p)=f\car (p). Then p(f)=p(u(x)) = u*(p)(x) = 0. Thus p=0.

Lemma 3.6. If S is an N-space, then each normal subspace ofC(S) is dense.

Proof. Let N be a normal subspace of C(S). Let p e M(S) vanish on N.

N<={fe C(S) : supn|(n^)(/)| <oo} so that the latter set is normal. Since S is an

N-space, {np : new} is thus bounded. Therefore p=0. It follows that N is a(C(S),

M(S))-dense and so is norm dense [3, p. 422].

Theorem 3.3. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the following conditions

are equivalent.

(a) S is an N-space.

(b) A sequence {pn}nea in M(S) is a(M(S), C(S))-convergent iff

í/e C(S) : lim pn(f) exists!

is normal.

(c) If E is a Banach space and u: E^- C(S) is a bounded linear map with normal

range, then u is onto.

(d) For each p e M(S), car (p) is an N-space.

Proof, (a) => (b). {fe C(S) : supn \pn(f)\ <°o} is normal so that {pn : ne w} is

bounded. Alaoglu's theorem [3, p. 424] insures the existence of a a(M(S), C(S))-

cluster point of{pn}neai, and the density of {fe C(S) : limn /*„(/) exists} insures the

unicity of this cluster point, i.e. {pn}nEi0 a(M(S), C(S))-converges.

(b) => (c). It is enough to prove that u* has closed range. Let {u*(pn)}new converge

to x*. {pn(f)}neo> converges for all/£ u[E] and so {p„}nea a(M(S), C(S))-converges,

say to p. Then u*(p) = x*.

(c)=>(a). Let K^M(S) be such that E0 = {fe C(S) : supueK \p(f)\ <co} is

normal. We may assume that K contains the unit ball of M(S). For fe E0, let

||/||o = supwei \p(f)\.(E0, || • ||o) is a normed space and (since K contains the unit ball

of M(S)) the inclusion map u0: E0-> C(S) has norm at most 1. Let (F, ||||)

be the completion of (F0, || • ||0), and let u: E -> C(S) be the continuous extension

of u0. u has normal range and so is onto. Thus there exists r > 0 such that for

peM(S), \\p\\ <r\\u*(p)\\. Let peK. ||M*0x)||=sup{K/)|:/eFo, ||/||0^l}andfor

/EF0,K/)|g||/||o.Thus|H^.
(a) => (d). For p e M(S), car (p) is a closed subspace of S.

(d) => (c). Let p e M(S). Let S0 = car (p). {«Oc)|S0 : xe E} is obviously normal

so that x -> t/(x)|S0 has normal range. By Lemma 3.5 u is onto.

Corollary 1. An F-space is an N-space.
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Proof. Let S be an F-space. Let p e M(S). car (p.) is Stonian and so is totally

disconnected. By the corollary, to Theorem 3.2 car (p.) is an /Y-space.

Corollary 2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra whose spectrum is a

totally disconnected N-space. Then the Gelfand homomorphism of A is onto.

Proof. Let S be the spectrum of A, and let y: A -> C(S) be the Gelfand homo-

morphism. By the Silov idempotent theorem [11, p. 168] y[A]=>{xE '■ E<=S, Fopen

and closed} and so is normal. Thus y[A] = C(S).

Corollary 2 was proved by Bade and Curtis [2, p. 858] for totally disconnected

F-spaces. I do not know if the hypothesis of total disconnectedness can be dropped.

The following theorem shows that Corollary 2 is indeed a generalization of the

Badé-Curtis result.

Theorem 3.4 (Bade). Let S be an infinite totally disconnected F-space, and let S0

be constructed from S as in Theorem 2.6. Then S0 is an N-space but not an F-space.

Proof. We have already seen that S0 is not an F-space. Let {/¿B}Bem be a sequence

in M (S) such that {|un(F)}nem converges for all open closed £<= S0. Let Ex and E2 be

disjoint open closed subsets of S such that Ex u E2 = S and xt e £,, i— 1, 2 (we use

the notation of Theorem 2.6). Let/0=x,E2 and now define P as in Theorem 2.6.

Let E be an open closed subset of £¡. Then

P(Xe) = Xf if xt i £,

= 2—Xe,~e    ifXieE.

Thus {(F*/in)(xE)}Beo) converges whenever £ is an open closed subset of £(. It

follows that {(F*/in)(x£)}neö converges whenever £ is an open closed subset of S.

Thus {P*pn}neu o(M(S), C(5))-converges, say to v. Let p=v\C(S0). Let/g C(S0).

M/)=MB(F/)=(FVn)(/) -+ K/)=K/)-
The hypothesis of total disconnectedness can be dropped in Theorem 3.4. The

proof of the more general theorem has more length than the theorem has interest

and so is not given.

I do not know if there are G-spaces which are not /Y-spaces or if there are N-spaces

which are not G-spaces.

4. The Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem. In this section we combine Theorems 2.4

and 3.3 to obtain a generalization (Theorem 4.1) of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem

(for whose statement see the remarks following the proof of Theorem 4.1).

Lemma 4.1. Let S be a compact Hausdorff space, p. e M(S), and let {p.n}nem be a

a(M(S), M(S)*)-convergent sequence in M(S) such that each p.n is absolutely

continuous with respect to p.. Then {p.n : ne to} is uniformly absolutely continuous with

respect to p.

Proof. Let {/*n}ne(0 o(M(S), M(S)*)-con\erge to v. The set of measures in M (S)

which are absolutely continuous with respect to p is a norm-closed subspace of
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M (S) and hence is a(Ai(S), M(S)*)-closed. Thus v is absolutely continuous with

respect to p. Thus we may assume v=0. Now suppose the lemma is false. Then

there is a sequence {En}neo> of Borel sets such that |/x|(F„) -»> 0 and {pk(En)}nea does

not converge to 0 uniformly for A e w. By passing to subsequences if necessary we

may assume the existence of an e>0 such that \pn(En)\ >e for all n. One easily

constructs inductively a strictly increasing sequence {nk}ke(0 in to such that for

each A,

Wk(Enic)\-e >   \pnk\ (    U     £)•

Let Ffc = Fnic~Uiä„k+1 Ei,p'k=pnk. Then {pfk}teea o-(Af(S), Af(S)*)-converges to 0,

each p'k is absolutely continuous with respect to p, {Ek}kea is disjoint, and

\rl'ic(E'k)\>e for all A. For A^w, let vle(A)=p.'ki\JieAE¡). {vk}k£a> is a sequence in

ba (2«0 such that vk(A) -* 0 for all A e 2°. By Lemma 2.3 vk({k}) -+ 0. But vk({k})

= p'k(E'k) and |/4(£¿)l >e for all A.

Theorem 4.1. Let 38 be a Boolean algebra which has the property (I), AEba (38),

and let {/¿„}„eü> be a sequence in ba (38) such that

(1) each pn is absolutely continuous with respect to X,

(2) for Ee38, {p„(E)}ne(J> converges.

Then {pn : ne to} is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to X.

Proof. Let S be the Stone space of 38 and -q the Stone isomorphism of 38 to the

algebra 6 of open closed subsets of S. For v e ba (38), let 77(v) be the unique

member of M(S) which satisfies

H(v)(r,(E)) = v(E),       Ee38.

His a linear isometry of ba (38) onto M(S). S is an N-space, and {77(/¿n)(F)}net0

converges for all open closed F<= S so that {H(pn)}n€m o(M(S), C(S))-converges.

S is also a G-space so that {H(pn)}neai a(M(S), Af(S)*)-converges. By Lemma 4.1

{H(pn)}nea is uniformly "absolutely continuous with respect to 77(A). The theorem

now follows.

The statement of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem is obtained by replacing in the

statement of Theorem 4.1 'has the property (I)' by 'is a-complete' and 'ba (38y

by 'ca (38)\ Andô proved Theorem 4.1 for the case of 38 a-complete.
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